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Abstract
There is a vast literature on the throughput analysis of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. However, very little
has been done on investigating the interplay between the collision avoidance mechanisms of the 802.11 MAC
protocol and the dynamics of upper-layer transport protocols. In this paper we tackle this issue from an analytical,
simulative and experimental perspective. Specifically, we develop Markov chain models to compute the distribution
of the number of active stations in an 802.11 WLAN when long-lived TCP connections compete with finite load
UDP flows. By embedding these distributions in the MAC protocol modelling, we derive approximate but accurate
expressions of the TCP and UDP throughput. We validate the model accuracy through performance tests carried
out in a real WLAN for a wide range of configurations. Our analytical model and the supporting experimental
outcomes show that: i) the total TCP throughput is basically independent of the number of open TCP connections,
and the aggregate TCP traffic can be equivalently modelled as two saturated flows; and ii) in the saturated regime n
UDP flows obtain about n-times the aggregate throughput achieved by the TCP flows, independently of the overall
number of persistent TCP connections.
Index Terms
802.11 MAC protocol, TCP, UDP, performance modelling, Markov chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
The IEEE 802.11 technology [1] is currently the most popular Wireless LAN standard, and its commercial success
continues to grow as new high-speed versions are produced (e.g., 802.11e [2] and 802.11n [3] standards), and new
market opportunities are explored (e.g., metro-scale 802.11 networks [4]). However, the tremendous increase in the
number of wireless users, the demand for high-speed, high-bandwidth wireless communications, and the evolution
towards more sophisticated and quality-sensitive applications, requires the design of mechanisms to improve the
MAC layer performance. For instance, the maximization of the network capacity requires the development of
accurate modelling tools in order to identify the optimal network operating points. In addition, the system behaviour
is affected at various extents by the dynamics of the transport layer protocols adopted to deliver users’ traffic (e.g.,
closed-loop protocols versus open-loop protocols, responsive flows versus unresponsive flows). For these reasons,
it is crucial to develop rigorous analytical models so as to characterize the interactions between the 802.11 MAC
protocol and the behaviour of the upper-layer transport protocols.
Due to the popularity of the IEEE 802.11 standard, there is a vast literature on the throughput analysis of its
MAC protocol. The seminal theoretical foundations on this research area have been obtained focusing on: i) flat
single-hop ad hoc networks, and ii) saturated and unidirectional traffic [5]–[9]. Consequently, these models are not
suitable for analysing the performances of feedback-based flow-controlled transport protocols in a WLAN. In fact,
the accurate modelling of the TCP dynamics requires the characterization of the correlation between transmissions
in both directions, i.e., how data and acknowledgment packets interfere with each other going from the access point
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to develop the MAC throughput analysis. However, these studies adopt synthetic traffic patterns, such as Poisson
processes, to model the arrival rate of packets at the MAC buffer, which cannot be applied to the TCP modelling. On
the other hand, there is a vast literature specifically focusing on the TCP modelling, e.g., [13]–[18] and references
herein. These analytical studies mainly concentrate on characterizing the TCP evolution, either at the packet-based
level or at the macroscopic level, evaluating the TCP throughput in the presence of congestion and loss events
caused by bottleneck links and noisy channels. These models can help to understand the impact of the network
and TCP parameters on the TCP performance, but they are not useful to describe the interplay between TCP and
the underlying network, and the MAC protocol in particular. In conclusion, the interactions between the collision
avoidance mechanisms employed by the 802.11 MAC protocol and the closed-loop behaviour of the TCP protocol
have not been sufficiently explored. However, understanding these interactions is fundamental to identify and explain
performance issues. In addition, the previously cited studies are focused on either TCP or UDP in isolation. To the
best of our knowledge, a unified analysis of the interactions between TCP and UDP flows in 802.11 WLANs is
still missing, and this is the focus of our paper.
In this paper we develop a comprehensive and rigorous analysis of the throughput performance of long-lived
upstream and downstream TCP connections competing with finite load UDP upstream flows in an 802.11 WLAN.
One major contribution of our work is the formulation of Markov chain models to compute the steady-state
distributions of the number of active TCP and UDP stations in the network. Our model takes into account both
the TCP flow-control algorithms and the 802.11 backoff procedure. To cope with the problem complexity, in our
analysis we assume that packet losses are rare events and that the paths between the access point and the TCP
endpoints do not introduce significant delays, which is a reasonable scenario in local environments. By embedding
these distributions in the MAC protocol modelling, we derive approximate but accurate expressions of the TCP
and UDP throughput. A second relevant contribution of our mathematical study is the exploitation of aggregation
techniques to define a simplified but equivalent model of the TCP dynamics, which permits to accurately predict
the TCP performance by substituting the real TCP stations with a limited number of saturated and unidirectional
traffic sources. This aggregation approach is particularly useful to simplify the modelling of the interactions between
TCP and UDP traffic, and to explain the differences between the channel resources allocated by the 802.11 MAC
protocol to TCP and UDP flows.
In contrast with many prior studies that employ only simulations to verify analytical results, we validate our
model accuracy using both simulations and performance tests carried out in a real WLAN for a wide range of con-
figurations. Although simulations provide a more flexible and manageable method to evaluate system performance,
real experiments are extremely important to substantiate the accuracy of the theoretical formulations. In addition,
experimenting with real hardware and protocol implementations is useful to verify that the underlying modelling
assumptions capture all the fundamental characteristics of a real system.
Our analytical results and the supporting experimental outcomes show that: i) when the flow control performed
by the TCP receivers is the main factor in limiting the sending rate of corresponding TCP senders, TCP downstream
flows and TCP upstream flows equally share the channel bandwidth, ii) due to the interplay between the collisions
avoidance mechanisms employed by the 802.11 MAC protocol and the TCP flow control, TCP stations are
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iii) without UDP traffic, the total TCP throughput is basically independent of the number of open TCP connections,
and the aggregate TCP traffic can be equivalently modelled as two saturated flows; and iv) in the saturated regime
n UDP flows obtain about n-times the aggregate throughput achieved by the TCP flows, independently of the total
number of persistent TCP connections.
We believe that this paper facilitates the understanding of the interdependencies between the 802.11 MAC
protocol and upper-layer transport protocols, which have not received sufficient consideration in prior studies. For
this reason, our analysis may be useful to derive more accurate bounds of the MAC protocol capacity for the case
of flow-controlled traffic. In addition, our model can provide the analytical basis to explore enhancements of the
802.11 standard, as well as to guide the development of efficient schedulers [19], more accurate admission control
policies, effective traffic differentiation techniques, etc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines related work and positions our analysis with
respect to prior studies. In Section III we present the system model, and we discuss the modelling assumptions.
Section IV develops the throughput analysis. In Section V we show experimental results to validate the accuracy
of our model. Finally, in Section VI we draw concluding remarks and discuss future work.
II. RELATED WORK
The literature on the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol modelling is considerable, so that it is impossible to provide here
a comprehensive overview of previous contributions. Thus, in the following we review those papers that are most
related to our work.
The basic foundations for the performance modelling of the 802.11 MAC protocol can be identified in three
papers [5], [6], [8]. In [5], Bianchi developed a discrete-time Markov chain model to describe the evolution of
the 802.11 backoff process, assuming a constant and independent collision probability. Calı´ et al. [6] elaborated
a p-persistent variant of the standard 802.11 DCF access method, assuming a constant and independent per-slot
transmission probability. The persistence factor p was derived from the contention windows used in the 802.11 DCF,
such that the p-persistent IEEE 802.11 protocol closely approximates the standard protocol. In [8], Tay et al.
adopted a different modelling approach based on the average value analysis to derive closed-form expressions
of the collision probability. These seminal models have many commonalities (e.g., the use of renewal theory
arguments), and in particular they require that the system operates in saturated conditions, i.e., each station has
always a packet to transmit. Several other papers have built on these popular models, leading to many extensions. For
instance, [20] extends Bianchi’s model integrating the finite retry-limit operations. Research developed in [21]–[24]
account for additional modelling details and more precise definitions of the backoff process. The model developed
in [25] is used to investigate multiple traffic classes, while [26] analyses the QoS extensions defined in the novel
802.11e standard [2]. In [7], the energy consumption efficiency of the 802.11 MAC protocol has been analysed.
Finally, it is worth mentioning a recent paper [9], which provides a novel fixed point formalization of the Bianchi’s
model, which simplifies and generalizes the analysis.
The aforementioned models are very accurate in evaluating the properties of 802.11-based WLANs if all
the wireless stations are saturated. However, the saturation assumption is unlikely to be valid in more realistic
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these reasons, renewed research efforts have been devoted to develop analytical tools that relax the restrictions on
saturated conditions. Some modelling approaches have extended the Bianchi’s analysis introducing new states –
called post-backoff states – in the Markov chain describing the backoff process, in order to represent a node that
has an empty output queue after successfully transmitting a packet [11], [12]. To address the modelling difficulties,
the authors in [11] assume that each station can buffer only one packet, while in [12] the MAC buffers are modelled
using an M/G/1 queue. In [10] it is proposed a model for low-rate sources, because it is assumed that each station
has at most a single packet when starting a new backoff. An alternative approach is proposed in [27], in which each
node is modelled as a discrete-time G/G/1 (i.e., the arrival process is arbitrary) queue, and the average backoff
window of the saturated system is used as an approximation of the one in the unsaturated case.
Our review of previous papers has pointed out that the performance analysis of 802.11 wireless networks under
finite load sources is generally based on the use of synthetic traffic patterns (e.g., Poisson processes) to model the
packet arrival rate at the MAC buffers. Although this methodology has been commonly used in the performance
analysis of computer networks, it does not appear adequate to evaluate the performance of transport layer protocols
in 802.11-based wireless networks. For these reasons, papers concentrating on the analysis of TCP and MAC
interactions are exploring different approaches. To the best of our knowledge, one of the first contributions in this
research area is paper [28], where we formulated a Markov model to calculate the statistical distribution of the
number of active TCP stations in the case of multiple downstream flows. However, the analysis developed in [28]
restricts the maximum TCP receive window size to a single packet. Successively, we extended our mathematical
study to consider both downstream and upstream flows [29], and arbitrary TCP receive window sizes [30]. Note
that the idea of using a Markov chain to model the number of TCP packets stored in the stations’ queues has
been adopted also in two recent papers [31], [32]. However, in [31] the state transition probabilities are empirically
computed from simulations instead of mathematical analysis, while the authors in [32] propose a multi-dimensional
Markov chain to compute the distribution of the number of stations with a particular number of TCP packets
in their queue, which leads to the state space explosion for large maximum TCP receive window sizes. Before
concluding this review of related work, it is useful to notice that alternative approaches have been proposed to
model the interactions of TCP with the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. A simpler analysis is conducted in [33],
where the statistics of the number of stations with non empty buffers are obtained by assuming that they follow a
Bernoulli distribution law. In that paper, it is also proposed a queueing model to compute the mean session delay
in the presence of short-lived TCP flows. A mathematical study is also presented in [9] and [34] to show how
the saturated network analysis can be used to estimate TCP transfer throughput. However, the scenarios where
this analysis can be applied are very limited and do not include common situations such as multiple TCP flows
downloading files via an access point. Related to our work, it is also interesting the analysis developed in [15],
which investigates TCP unfairness conditions caused by the use of a small-capacity buffer at the access point.
Concerning the study of interdependencies between the 802.11 MAC protocol and UDP traffic, very little can be
found. Some experimental and simulation investigations [15], [35], [36] have been conducted to characterize the
behaviour of the UDP transport protocol in isolation, mainly in terms of throughput and average delay. In a prior
work [37], we attempted to derive a preliminary unified model of TCP and UDP dynamics. However, in that paper
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equal to one packet1.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we present the network and node architecture, as well as the modelling assumptions that are used
throughout the analysis developed in this report.
A. Network and station model
In this study, we consider a typical WLAN in which an access point (AP) provides access to external networks
and Internet-based services (e.g., Web transfers, retrieval of multimedia contents, access to shared data repositories,
etc.) to N wireless stations (in the following they are also referred to as nodes). In this work, we are not concerned
with mobility issues since we are interested in the traffic dynamics of a node that shares the wireless link with a
set of other nodes. At any instant of time, each wireless station is involved into a single upstream or downstream
Fig. 1. The network model: network and traffic configurations.
data flow. More precisely, we assume that NU wireless stations generate a connectionless UDP stream to a server
located in the high-speed wired LAN, which the AP is connected to. As the streams are not acknowledged, the
only traffic generated at the MAC level is composed of UDP data packets. The remaining NT wireless stations
are communicating with the server behind the AP using TCP-controlled connections. Note that in this report we
do not consider UDP downstream flows from the AP to the wireless stations, because it is widely recognized
that drastic unfairness occurs when TCP flows share the same buffer with unresponsive UDP flows, competing
for scarce bandwidth. In fact, the TCP flows reduce their sending rates in response to congestion, leaving the
uncooperative UDP flows to use the available bandwidth [38], [39]. Previous research has addressed this issue by
either proposing per-flow scheduling mechanisms that separately regulate the bandwidth between responsive and
unresponsive flows [40]–[42], or queue management techniques to identify and isolate unresponsive flows [43],
which could be easily applied to an AP handling both UDP and TCP transfers. In this work, we deal with a
different fairness problem, which arises when responsive (TCP) and unresponsive (UDP) flows share a common
1Our previous contributions on 802.11 MAC protocol modelling and related subjects are available online at bruno1.iit.cnr.it\∼bruno\
publications.html.
6broadcast wireless medium, which is regulated by a random access protocol. To the best of our knowledge, there
is neither a general analytical study of this issue, nor a satisfactory solution.
Concerning the TCP stations, we consider a configuration in which there are NTd TCP downstream flows (i.e.,
NTd stations are the receivers of TCP downlink connections) and N
T
u TCP upstream flows (i.e., N
T
u stations are the
senders of TCP uplink connections). In this case both TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets travel over the
wireless channel. The AP forwards either TCP ACK packets to the NTu senders or TCP data segments to the N
T
d
receivers. For the sake of brevity, henceforth we denote with SU a station generating UDP datagrams; with STu a
station behaving as sender for TCP upstream flows; and with STd a station behaving as receiver for TCP downstream
flows. Figure 1 shows the network layout and the traffic patterns considered in this report. In the figure, the arrows
indicate the direction along which the data packets travel over the network. In the case of TCP connections, in the
reverse direction there is also the feedback traffic composed of TCP ACK packets.
To describe the subtle interactions between the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and the TCP protocol it is also useful
to illustrate the internal node architecture, concerning the main protocol layers and the related buffer spaces. Indeed,
the behaviour of the transport protocols – especially when they implement window-based flow control algorithms
and congestion control techniques, as for the TCP protocol – is generally dependent on the size of transmit and
receive buffers. Therefore, to get a better understanding of packet losses and buffer overflows we will briefly
describe what happens when a packet, coming either from the application program or the network card (NIC), is
processed by the station’s operating system. During the following discussion we will refer to the diagram shown
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in Figure 2, which exemplifies the underlying node architecture2. As shown in the figure, the socket layer provides
the application program interface to the communication subsystem. First of all, let us consider the TCP sockets,
i.e., sockets using the TCP protocol as the communication protocol. Broadly speaking, each TCP connection (or
TCP socket) has a pair of send and receive buffers associated with it, allocated in the operating system kernel space
between the application program and the network data flow. The socket send buffer is used to store the application
2Our discussion is general, and can be applied to most of the current operating systems. However, during the experimentations we had
Linux operating system installed on the computers and we assume the Linux kernel as the reference underlying OS.
7data in the kernel before it is sent to the receiver by the TCP protocol. The segments stored in the send buffer
are actually sent to the interface output queue only when the TCP sliding window algorithm allows more data to
be sent. On the other hand, data received from the network is stored in the socket receive buffer, from where the
application can read it at its own pace. This buffer allows TCP sockets to receive and process data independently
of the upper application. As the application reads data, buffer space is made available to accept more input from
the network. It is important to note that each TCP socket has its own buffers, but when the data goes through the
TCP/IP stack it is put in a single transmission queue, which is directly attached to the NIC. Similarly, incoming
packets are put by the NIC in a backlog queue from which they are processed through the TCP/IP stack and put
in the correct socket receive buffer. Thus, the packet losses can occur locally in the node at the different layers
and queues. Since the memory space allocated to these buffers is variable, the sizes of all these queues have a
significant influence on the performance obtained by the data flows. To correctly describe the behaviour of transport
protocols it is fundamental to understand when and where the buffer overflows occur. In the following section we
will thoroughly elaborate on the modelling assumptions concerning the buffer capacities, while in Section V-A we
will discuss in more depth the default queue settings usually adopted in current operating systems.
It is also useful to note that, from the perspective of the MAC protocol, the network can be modelled as a set of
queues (i.e., a set of MAC buffers). The access control policy employed by the MAC protocol determines the order
these queues (i.e., the stations) are served and the related service time, which is the time a frame spends in the MAC
layer from the instant of leaving the transmission buffer until its successful transmission. It is evident that frames
may have different service times depending on the number of non-empty queues in the network. Indeed, as discussed
in the introduction, in real 802.11 networks the saturated queues assumption is unlikely to be valid and several
factors affect the average number of non-empty queues. One of these factors is clearly the traffic arrival pattern
(for instance, UDP traffic may generate variable loads and the inter-arrival time between packets can result into
large idle periods). In addition, the complex interaction between the upper layer protocols and the MAC protocol,
and the different nature of transport protocols (i.e., closed-loop protocols versus open-loop protocols, responsive
versus unresponsive traffic) also play a crucial role in determining the state of transmission buffers. While previous
work has limited the analysis mainly to the impact of finite load sources on MAC protocol efficiency, in our study
we tackle the modelling of the interactions between MAC and transport layer protocols to analytically evaluate the
per-connection throughput of TCP and UDP flows in 802.11-based WLANs.
In the following section we discuss the modelling assumptions we have adopted during the analysis to make the
problem mathematically tractable.
B. Modelling assumptions
In our analysis we adopt the following assumptions:
A.1: We model the TCP dynamics in the absence of packet losses. To this end, we assume that the transmission-
queue of each node is large enough to avoid buffer overflows, and that the TCP timeouts are sufficiently long
to avoid timeout expirations due to RTT fluctuations. In addition, since we consider a local sever, we assume
negligible RTTs.
A.2: We assume an ideal wireless channel that does not corrupt frame transmissions.
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A.4: We consider only long-lived TCP connections having an infinite amount of data to send. This means that our
analysis is concerned with large file transfers.
A.5: We assume that for each TCP flow in steady state the TCP advertised window is smaller than the TCP
congestion window.
A.6: We assume that the application program at the receiver reads data from the socket receive buffer at the rate it
is received form the network. Thus, the TCP ACK packets always advertise the maximal TCP receive window
size.
A.7: We assume that the delayed ACK mechanism is disabled. This implies that each TCP data segment is
separately acknowledged with an immediate ACK.
The fundamental assumptions we have adopted to cope with the problem complexity are A.1 and A.2. In fact, basing
on those assumptions we can assert that after an initial transient phase, during which the TCP congestion window of
each flow grows to its maximum value, each TCP connection reaches a stationary regime and operates according to
the rules of the TCP flow control algorithm. In these conditions, the sending rate of each TCP sender is limited only
by the flow control performed by the corresponding TCP receiver. More precisely, owing to assumptions A.5 and A.6,
it holds that the number of outstanding TCP packets (including TCP data packets and TCP acknowledgments) for
a TCP flow is fixed and equal to the the maximum TCP receive window size. This observation plays a crucial role
in elaborating our analysis, as explained in the following. Finally, from assumption A.3 it follows that we may
elaborate our analysis as the local TCP server (shown in Figure 1) is located on the AP. Note that in our model we
do not consider TCP congestion control. However this is not seen as a limitation because previous work [13], as
well as the outcomes of our experiments, show that packet losses may be negligible in high-speed WLANs with a
limited channel interference. In addition, many of our modelling assumptions are commonly adopted in previous
papers [30], [32], [33] on analysing the TCP dynamics in 802.11 WLANs.
IV. UDP AND TCP PER-CONNECTION THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
The analysis is based on a Markov renewal-reward approach [44]. Following the footprints of [6], our key ap-
proximation is to assume a p-persistent variant of the 802.11 MAC protocol in which the frame transmission
probability in a randomly chosen slot time is independent of the number of retransmissions experienced by the
frame. However, in contrast to [6], this transmission probability p is not constant, but it varies depending on the
number of active stations, i.e., the stations with non-empty transmissions queues. In the subsequent sections, we
introduce the renewal cycles adopted during the analysis, and we develop the analytical tools needed to derive the
stochastic relation between the transmission probability p and number of concurrent UDP and TCP connections.
Another fundamental observation relates to the methodology we used in the analysis. Whereas previous works
have modelled the MAC buffers as independent queues (either M/G/1 or G/G/1 queues), in our analysis we use
aggregate stochastic processes whenever it is possible. As it will be explained in the following, we elaborate our
model to describe the evolution of the total number of TCP and UDP data segments and TCP ACK packets in the
network. This information is sufficient to estimate the probability distribution of the number of backlogged stations,
and to discern between active TCP and UDP transmitters and active TCP receivers. Note that we apply aggregation
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analyzing the TCP performance in infrastructure WLANs with a large number of TCP connections having several
TCP packets to transmit (i.e., large TCP windows) the number of states needed to describe the TCP dynamics can
easily raise unbridled. However, finding the steady-state solution of unrestricted large scale Markov model can be a
challenge. On the contrary, our modelling formulation will carefully take into account these scalability concerns such
as to develop manageable analytical tools. To further cope with the model complexities, and to ease the development
of the theoretical analysis, we also employ decomposition techniques. More precisely, we decompose the initial
modelling problem into two separate smaller problems. First of all, we obtain the stationary probability bi, j that i
TCP data packets and j TCP ACKs are stored in the stations’ output queues without considering UDP streams (a
closed-form expression of the bi, j probability is presented in Section IV-A). Then, we exploit this knowledge to
express the throughput performance of TCP-controlled data transfers and to construct an equivalent saturated model
of the TCP flows. The second part of our analysis will address the joint modelling of TCP and UDP protocol by
exploiting the equivalent abstraction of TCP dynamics derived in the first part.
A. Analysis of TCP-controlled file transfers
In this section we elaborate the analysis in the case NU=03. Let us consider a fixed number NTu of TCP-controlled
uploads from the STu stations to the AP, and a fixed number N
T
d of TCP-controlled downloads from the AP to the S
T
d
stations, with NT =NTu +N
T
d . We observe the status of the i-th TCP connection, i∈(1,NT ), at a given time instant t.
Let X itcp(t) be the stochastic process representing the number of TCP data segments written by the TCP send socket
buffer into the output transmission queue, but not yet transmitted. Similarly, let X iack(t) be the stochastic process
representing the number of TCP ACK packets written by the TCP receiver into its output transmission queue, but
not yet transmitted to the related TCP sender. In this study we adopt the same embedding points as in [6]: t and
t+1 correspond to the completion of two consecutive successful transmissions on the wireless channel. Let W
denote the memory space allocated by the operating system to the TCP socket receive buffer, expressed in terms
of Maximum Segment Size (MSS). Therefore, the maximum offered window advertised by the TCP receivers will
be equal to W . Under the assumptions listed in Section III-B, it holds that:
∀t , X itcp(t)+X iack(t) =W, i= 1, . . . ,NT . (1)
It is worth pointing out that the TCP traffic is elastic because the TCP sending rate is regulated through a window-
based flow control protocol that avoids continuous packet transmissions. In particular, two mechanisms – the
flow control and the congestion control – are employed by the TCP streams to limit the transmission rate at the
source [45]. Flow control determines the rate at which data is transmitted between senders and receivers, such
as to avoid that the sender transmits more packets than the receiver can process. Congestion control defines the
methods for implicitly interpreting signals from the network (e.g., received TCP acknowledgment packets or timer
expirations) in order to adjust the sender’s transmission rate. According to these mechanisms, considering the i-th
TCP downlink connection established between the AP and an STd station, this station will have feedback traffic
(i.e., TCP ACK packets counted by the X iack(t) process) to transmit to the AP depending on the number of TCP
3A preliminary version of this analysis has been presented in [30]
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data packets they receive from the AP (which stores X itcp(t) TCP data packets). Similarly, considering the j-th TCP
uplink connection established between an STu station and the AP, this station will have TCP data packets (counted
by the X jtcp(t) process) to transmit depending on the rate the TCP ACK packets are received by the AP (which
stores X jack(t) TCP ACK packets). It is evident that complex interactions regulate the joint evolution of the X
i
tcp(t)
and X iack(t) processes.
Let us consider the aggregate stochastic processes Xtcp(t) =∑N
T
i=1X
i
tcp(t) and Xack(t) =∑
NT
i=1X
i
ack(t). The first
step in our analysis is the modelling of the bidimensional process {Xtcp(t),Xack(t)}, i.e., the derivation of the
probability distribution functions of the TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets stored in the network. To ease
the development of the analysis we will reformulate this modelling problem into a stochastically equivalent problem.
To this end, let Ytcp(t) be the total number of TCP data segments that are stored in the transmission queues of all
the STu stations, and Yack(t) the total number of TCP ACK packets stored in the transmission queues of all the S
T
d
stations. Furthermore, let Ztcp(t) and Zack(t) be the total number of TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets,
respectively, which are stored in the AP’s transmission queue. From equation (1), it follows that:
Ytcp(t)+Zack(t) = mu , (2a)
Ztcp(t)+Yack(t) = md , (2b)
where mu=NTu ∗W and md=NTd ∗W . Considering the definition of the Xtcp(t) and Xack(t) processes, we can write:
Xtcp(t) = Ytcp(t)+Ztcp(t) (3a)
Xack(t) = Yack(t)+Zack(t) . (3b)
From the set of equations (2) and (3), it follows that modelling the bidimensional process {Xtcp(t),Xack(t)} is
equivalent to modelling the bidimensional process {Ytcp(t),Yack(t)}. In other words, to compute the probability
distribution functions of the number of TCP data segments and TCP ACK packets in all the output queues of the
network, it is sufficient to compute these probability distributions only for the output queues of the STu and S
T
d
stations.
Our aim is to compute the probability that in steady-state conditions there are i TCP data segments in the STu
stations’ transmission queues and j TCP ACK packets in the STd stations’ transmission queues. This probability can
be formally defined as follows:
bi, j = lim
t→∞Pr{Ytcp(t) = i,Yack(t) = j} with i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (0,md) . (4)
For the sake of brevity, in the following we adopt the short notation Yi, j to denote the system state such that
{Ytcp(t)= i,Yack(t)= j}. To cope with the model complexity, our key approximation is to assume that, for each
transmission attempt, and regardless of the number of retransmissions experienced by the frame, the station
transmission probability is a fixed value pk, where k is the number of backlogged stations in the network. Later on
this section we will describe how to express the number k of backlogged stations when the network is in state Yi, j.
To compute the sequence of the pk values, for k ∈ (1,NT+1), we will use the iterative algorithm firstly proposed
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in [6] to estimate the per-slot transmission probability p in a network with k backlogged nodes. In the real IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol, a station transmission probability depends on the history of channel accesses, however we
will show through experimentations and simulations that our approximation still provides accurate estimates of the
system behaviour.
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Fig. 3. General Markov model of the {Ytcp(t),Yack(t)} process.
Once the p-persistence is assumed for the MAC protocol operations, it follows that the successful transmissions
on the channel are independent events. Therefore, it is possible to model the bidimensional process {Ytcp(t),Yack(t)}
with the discrete time Markov chain depicted in Figure 3. Note that in this Markov chain, the state transition occurs
only at the end of each embedding point (i.e., a successful transmission). Furthermore, owing to assumption 7,
the state transition occurs only towards adjacent states. In other words, the number of TCP data packets and TCP
ACK packets stored in the stations’ output queues can increase or decrease of only one packet. To compute the
transition probabilities of this Markov chain, it is useful to introduce some auxiliary probabilities. In particular, let
us analyse what happens when there is a successful transmission on the channel and the network is in state Yi, j. One
possibility is that the AP has performed this successful transmission. In this case, let αDi, j (αAi, j) be the probability
that the AP delivered a TCP data segment (TCP ACK packet) stored in its transmission queue. On the other hand,
it is possible that one of the wireless stations carried out this successful transmission. Consequently, let βDi, j (βAi, j)
be the probability that an STu (S
T
d ) station successfully transmitted a TCP data segment (TCP ACK packet) stored in
its transmission queue. To express these four probabilities we must know the number of active STu and S
T
d stations
when the system is in state Yi, j. To this end, we assume that the TCP data segments and the TCP ACK stored in the
stations’ transmission buffers, are uniformly distributed over the stations’ output queues4. For clarity, we indicate
with nui the number of backlogged S
T
u stations when Ytcp(t)= i; and with n
d
j the number of backlogged S
T
d stations
4This is a worst-case assumption, because it maximizes the number of active stations induced by the packet backlog, thus maximizing
also the collision probability.
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when Yack(t)= j. From the previous assumptions, it follows that nui =min(i,N
T
u ) and n
d
j =min( j,N
T
d ). Furthermore,
let nai, j be an indicator function that has value 1 when the AP has a not-empty transmission queue, and 0 otherwise.
It is intuitive to note that nai, j=0 only in the system state corresponding to (i=mu, j=md) because all the TCP
data packets and TCP ACK packets are in the active stations’ queues. Finally, exploiting standard probabilistic
arguments and defining m= mu+md , for i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (0,md) we obtain that:
αDi, j =
nai, j
nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j
· md− j
m− i− j α
A
i, j =
nai, j
nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j
· mu− i
m− i− j (5a)
βDi, j =
nui
nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j
βAi, j =
ndj
nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j
. (5b)
For instance, let us consider the first formula in (5a). The first term of this relationship accounts for the probability
that the successful transmission is carried out by the AP. The second term expresses the probability that the AP
delivers a TCP data segment. In fact, in the state Yi, j, the AP stores in its output queue (md− j) TCP data segments
and (mu−i) TCP ACK packets, respectively. Hence, the probability that the AP delivers a TCP data segment is
(md− j)/(md− j+mu− i). The remaining formulas in the set (5) are derived using similar reasoning. By means of
the set of probabilities given in formulas (5), we are able to express the not null one-step transition probabilities
of the Markov chain depicted in Figure 3 as follows5:
Pr{i+1, j|i, j}= αAi, j with i ∈ (0,mu−1) , j ∈ (0,md)
Pr{i−1, j|i, j}= βDi, j with i ∈ (1,mu) , j ∈ (0,md)
Pr{i, j+1|i, j}= αDi, j with i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (0,md−1)
Pr{i, j−1|i, j}= βAi, j with i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (1,md)
(6)
The first equation in (6) expresses the probability that after a successful transmission the number of TCP data
segments stored in the STu stations’ transmission buffers increases by one. This event occurs when the AP delivers
a TCP ACK packet to one of the STu stations. In fact, when the TCP sender receives from the TCP receiver an
acknowledge for previously sent data, it moves the usable window – that is how much data the TCP sender can
send immediately – to the right, allowing one more data segment to be sent from the send socket buffer to the
output queue6. A similar reasoning applies to the third equation in (6), which expresses the probability that after a
successful transmission the number of TCP ACK packets stored in the STd stations’ transmission buffers increases
by one. This transition happens when the AP delivers a TCP data segment to one of the STd stations. In fact, owing
to the assumption A.7, each TCP data segment is immediately acknowledged. The derivation of the remaining two
equations in (6) is intuitive. In particular, as considered in the second case, each successful transmission of a STu
station reduces by one the total number of TCP data segments stored in the STu stations’ output queues. Finally, the
forth case models what happens when an STd station successfully delivers a TCP ACK packets. When this event
occurs, the total number of TCP ACK packets stored in the STd stations’ output queues decreases by one. It is
obvious to note that after each successful transmission from the wireless stations the number of either TCP data
5We adopt the short notation Pr{Ytcp(t+1) = i1,Yack(t+1) = j1|Ytcp(t) = i0,Yack(t) = j0}= Pr{i1, j1|i0, j0} as done in [5].
6It is worth pointing that, accordingly to the assumptions stated in Section III-B, it is not possible to receive duplicate or out-of-order
TCP ACK packets.
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segments or TCP ACK packets stored in the AP’s output queue changes. However, this change in the AP’s buffer
occupancy is implicitly taken into account through the relationships (2).
Using the transition probabilities expressed in formulas (6), and showed in the Markov chain depicted in Figure 3,
we can derive the relationships between the state probabilities and solve the Markov chain. Specifically, by writing
the flow balance equation at the generic state Yi, j of this Markov chain, we obtain:
bi, j = bi−1, j ·Pr{i, j|i−1, j}+bi+1, j ·Pr{i, j|i+1, j}+bi, j−1 ·Pr{i, j|i, j−1}+bi, j+1 ·Pr{i, j|i, j+1} ,
i ∈ (0,mu) , j ∈ (0,md) .
(7)
By means of equation (7) and imposing the normalization condition, i.e., 1 = ∑mui=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j, we have solved the
resulting linear system of equations and we have calculated the stationary chain distribution. Concerning the
computational complexity of solving this linear system, we can observe that the number of states, i.e., unknown
variables, in the Markov chain modelling the system behaviour is equal to l=NTu ·NTd ·W 2. Albeit we employed
aggregation techniques to reduce the size of the Markov-chain state space, when there are several TCP connections
using large socket receive buffers, we may need to solve a large-scale linear system7. Therefore, it is fundamental
to use optimized functions for solving our linear problem. To this end, we observe that in the Markov chain
depicted in Figure 3, the only possible one-step transitions from a generic state, are towards its adjacent states.
As a consequence, the number on non-zero elements in the matrix that describes the linear system resulting from
equation (7) is upper bounded by 5l. For these reasons, we used the UMFPACK set of routines [46], which
support optimized functions based on the Unsymmetric-pattern Multifrontal method [47], for solving system of
linear equations, Ax= b, when A is sparse and not symmetric. By exploiting these specialized algorithms, we have
significantly limited the numerical complexity of the model, and even large-scale systems can be solved in a few
seconds on a computer with a Pentium III processor at 2 GHz and 1 GB of RAM.
Once the bi, j probabilities are known, we can easily derive several useful probability distributions describing the
system status. First of all, we calculate the average number of active stations in the network after a successful frame
transmission. Specifically, let K be the number of nodes (including the AP) with non-empty transmission queue
after a successful transmission on the channel, and let Kˆ be the number of wireless stations (not including the AP)
with non-empty transmissions queue after a successful transmission on the channel. Let us denote by ak (aˆk) the
stationary probability mass function of the K (Kˆ) random variable. Therefore, ak can be computed as Pr{K = k},
while aˆk is Pr{Kˆ = k}. By definition, when the network is in state Yi, j it holds that {K|Yi, j} = nai, j + nui + ndj and
{Kˆ|Yi, j}= nui +ndj . Let Ωk be the set of {i, j} values such that {K = k|Yi, j} and Ω̂k be the set of {i, j} values such
that {Kˆ = k|Yi, j}. Note that the b(i, j) distribution cannot be directly used to calculate the ak and aˆk distributions.
This is due to the fact that the b(i, j) probability provides the long-term frequency that the state Yi, j is visited by
the network. However, the sojourn time in each state is not identical but depends on the Yi, j state. By definition, the
sojourn time in state Yi, j is the time period between two successful transmissions. Hereafter, we denote this time
interval as virtual transmission time Tv, and we use the Tv(i, j) notation to indicate a virtual transmission time that
7For instance, let us consider a network with NTu =N
T
d =5, and socket receive buffers of 64 MSS. In this case, the matrix describing the
linear system will have more than 10 billions elements.
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begins with the network in state Yi, j.
The analytical derivation of the E[Tv(i, j)] expression is based on well-known results originally formalized in [6]
for a p-persistent model. Let us consider the channel events occurring during a virtual time (i.e., between two
Fig. 4. Evolution of the channel access during a Tv(i, j) period.
consecutive successful transmissions, which are the embedding points of our analysis), as depicted in Figure 4.
From the figure we observe that before a successful transmission, collisions and idle periods may occur. An idle
period is a time interval in which the transmission medium remains idle due to the backoff process. The key
approximation in our model is that the probability, say pk, that a station transmits in a randomly chosen slot time
during the Tv(i, j) period is constant. The k subscript indicates the number of active stations during the Tv(i, j)
period (for simplicity, we omit the subscripts (i, j) in the k parameter). Note that the k variable changes only after
a successful transmission.
Following the footprints of [6], the average duration of the virtual time can be written as:
E[Tv(i, j)] = E[Nc]i, j ·E[TC]i, j+{E[Nc]i, j+1} ·E[TI]i, j+E[TS]i, j , (8)
where E[TC]i, j, E[TS]i, j and E[TI]i, j are the average durations of the collisions, successful transmissions and idle
periods in a virtual transmission time, respectively; and E[Nc]i, j is the average number of collisions in a virtual
time8. The derivation of these unknown quantities is based on similar probabilistic arguments used in [5] and [6]
and involves tedious algebraic manipulations. Therefore, they are reported in Appendix I. Finally, we have to
compute the E[Pv] value, i.e., the average number of TCP payload bits transmitted during the average virtual time
E[Tv]. By taking the conditional expectation of E[Pv] given that the network is in state Yi, j, E[Pv] can be computed
as ∑mui=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j ·E[PS]i, j, where E[PS]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with a successful
transmission during the E[Tv]i, j period. It is intuitive to note that the E[PS]i, j value depends on the probability
distribution of packet size. In this study we assume that all the TCP data segments have a fixed-size data content
equal to lT bits. On the other hand, since the considered TCP connections send information only in one direction,
the TCP ACK packets have no useful payload. Considering that only the TCP senders generate packets with not
null payloads, we can write that:
E[PS]i, j = E[PAS ]i, j ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j+E[PUS ]i, j ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j , (9)
where E[PAS ]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with an AP’s successful transmission, and
8To simplify the notation, hereafter E[R]i, j (also E[R(i, j)]) is used to express the expectation of the random variable R conditioning the
network to be in state Yi, j
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E[PUS ]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with an S
T
u station’s successful transmission; while
Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j and Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j are the probabilities that observing a successful transmission, this is an
AP’s successful transmission or an STu station’s successful transmission, respectively. The closed-form expressions
of these quantities are reported in in Appendix I.
We can now express the long-term fraction of channel time spent by the network in state Yi, j as follows
si, j =
bi, j ·E[Tv(i, j)]
∑mui=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j ·E[Tv(i, j)]
. (10)
From standard probabilistic arguments, it follows that ak =∑Ωk si, j and aˆk =∑Ω̂k si, j. Then, we immediately obtain:
E[K∗] =
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
si, j · (nui +ndj ) , (11a)
E[K] =
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
si, j · (nui +ndj+nai, j) . (11b)
Before proceeding, it is also useful to derive the queue length distribution of the AP’s buffer. To this end, let Z
be the total number of frames buffered in the AP’s transmission queue after a generic successful transmission, and
let qaz be the stationary probability mass function of the AP’s buffer occupancy. Therefore, q
a
z can be computed as
Pr{Z = z}. Given that after a successful transmission the network is in state Yi, j, the AP stores in its output queue
(md− j) TCP data segments and (mu−i) TCP ACK packets. Thus, if follows that {Z|Yi, j}=m−i− j. By exploiting
this observation, the qaz expression can be reformulated as:
qaz =
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
Pr{Z = z|Yi, j} · si, j =
min(mu,z)
∑
i=0
m−i−z
∑
j=0
(m−i− j) · si, j . (12)
1) Throughput analysis: Let ρ be the total system throughput measured at the transport layer, which is defined
as the average number of TCP payload bits successfully transmitted per unit time. To express the ρ value we analyze
the network behaviour between two successful transmissions, which is the time scale used in the derivation of the
bi, j probability distribution. Under the p-persistent assumption and using renewal theoretical arguments, we can
prove that the stochastic process describing the sequence of successful transmissions on the channel regenerates at
the epochs corresponding to the beginning of Tv(0,0) intervals. In other words, by using the regenerative properties
the ρ value can be computed by observing the pattern of channel access in a generic renewal period, i.e., between
two consecutive time instants corresponding to having no active TCP stations and all the TCP packets queued
in the AP’s buffer. Let E[Trenewal] be the average duration of a renewal time and E[Prenewal] the average number
of TCP payload bits successfully transmitted during the average renewal period. From the renewal-reward theory,
we readily obtain that the ρ value is given by E[Prenewal]/E[Trenewal]. The following Lemma reformulates the ρ
expression, such as to make easier its mathematical derivation.
Proposition 1: By assuming the independence of virtual times and considering a p-persistent MAC protocol, it
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holds that:
ρ=
∑mui=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j ·E[Pv(i, j)]
∑mui=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j ·E[Tv(i, j)]
, (13)
where E[Pv(i, j)] is the average number of TCP payload bits transmitted during an E[Tv(i, j)].
Proof: We start with the initial definition of the ρ value, i.e., ρ=E[Prenewal]/E[Trenewal]. Let Ω be the number
of successful transmissions occurring during a generic renewal period. Considering the sequence of Ω virtual times
forming this renewal period, we denote with T kv the k-th virtual time in this sequence, k ∈ (1,Ω), and with Pkv
the number of TCP payload bits transmitted during the T kv interval. Thus, it follows that E[Trenewal]=E[∑
Ω
k=1T
k
v ]
and E[Prenewal]=E[∑Ωk=1Pkv ]. Now, we can enumerate the virtual times by counting the number, say Ωi, j, of Tv(i, j)
periods among the Ω generic T kv periods forming the Trenewal . Once independence is assumed between the virtual
times, after simple algebraic manipulations the ρ expression can be rewritten as:
ρ=
E
[
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
Ωi, j
∑
k=1
Pkv (i, j)
]
E
[
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
Ωi, j
∑
k=1
T kv (i, j)
]=
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
E[Ω(i, j)] ·E[Pv(i, j)]
mu
∑
i=0
md
∑
j=0
E[Ω(i, j)] ·E[Tv(i, j)]
. (14)
Now, both the numerator and denominator of Equation (14) can be divided by E[Ω] without changing the fraction
value. By noting that the ratio E[Ω(i, j)]/E[Ω] expresses the probability of being in state Yi,i after the completion
of a successful transmission, that is the bi, j probability by definition, Equation (13) immediately follows from
Equation (14), and this concludes the proof.
Note that an alternative formulation of the total TCP throughput can be derived by using the long-term fraction of
time spent by the system in each state (i.e., the si, j distribution) rather than the stationary probability to be in each
state (i.e., the bi, j distribution). In fact, in our analysis, the total TCP throughput in state Yi, j is given by
ρi, j =
E[Pv(i, j)]
E[Tv](i, j)
.
Hence, the total TCP throughput can be determined as ρ = ∑mui=0∑
md
j=0 si, j ·ρi, j. However, using standard algebraic
manipulations it is easy to show that this formulation is equivalent to the one shown in Equation (13).
The ρ measure aggregates all the TCP streams, both uplink and downlink. However, it is important to discern
between the throughput obtained by either the TCP upstream flows or the TCP downstream flows, such as to be
able to evaluate the fairness properties of the MAC protocol. Specifically, the ρ expression can be alternatively
written as:
ρ= ρU +ρD , (15)
where ρU is the average number of TCP payload bits successfully transmitted per unit time by the SU stations, and
ρD is the average number of TCP payload bits successfully received per unit time by the SD stations. Considering
Proposition 1, it is intuitive to recognize that ρU = E[PUv ]/E[Tv], in which E[PUv ] is the contribution to E[Pv] due
to the TCP payload bits transmitted by the SU stations during the average virtual time E[Tv]. From equation (9)
is follows that E[PUv ] = ∑
mu
i=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j ·E[PUS ]i, j ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j. In a similar manner, we can calculate ρD as
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the ratio E[PDv ]/E[Tv], in which E[P
D
v ] is the contribution to E[Pv] due to the TCP payload bits received by the
SD stations during the average virtual time E[Tv]. Again, from equation (9) is follows that E[PDv ] = ∑
mu
i=0∑
md
j=0 bi, j ·
E[PAS ]i, j ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j.
2) Considerations on the average number of active stations: In this section we elaborate on the characteristics
of the probability distribution of the number of active TCP stations. Specifically, we show numerical results
demonstrating that the average number of active TCP stations (excluding the AP) is bounded to less than two
stations. In [28] we theoretically proved that two stations is an asymptotic bound for the average number of active
TCP stations considering only TCP downstream flows and W = 1. Here, we provide empirical evidence that this
result can be extended also to the case of arbitrary TCP receive window sizes. In addition, our analysis clearly
highlights that the average network activity is an invariant figure for the system and it does not depend on the
number of open TCP connections. This is a counter-intuitive result confirming that the TCP dynamics in a 802.11
WLAN are radically different from what it is expected in a saturated network. For this reason, this finding is
extremely important both to better understand the measured TCP throughput and to develop the analysis in the case
of concurrent UDP and TCP connections.
TABLE I
STUDY OF THE AVERAGE NETWORK ACTIVITY
W NTu N
T
d
E[Kˆ] E[K]
analysis simulation analysis simulation
1 1 1 1.00 0.92889 1.75 1.69146
1 1 2 1.30 1.17601 2.20 2.09607
1 1 5 1.49693 1.31688 2.4954 2.31605
1 1 10 1.50 1.31875 2.50 2.31875
32 1 1 1.25385 1.15385 2.25385 2.15385
32 1 2 1.39081 1.20785 2.39081 2.20785
32 1 5 1.53156 1.25558 2.52835 2.25558
32 1 10 1.50877 1.24792 2.50877 2.24792
1 2 1 1.30 1.17535 2.20 2.09562
1 5 1 1.49693 1.31627 2.4954 2.31545
1 10 1 1.50 1.31937 2.50 2.31937
32 2 1 1.39081 1.20723 2.39081 2.20723
32 5 1 1.48578 1.25685 2.48578 2.25685
32 10 1 1.49599 1.27096 2.49599 2.27096
1 2 2 1.4375 1.27527 2.40625 2.25424
1 5 5 1.50 1.31923 2.50 2.31923
1 10 10 1.50 1.31858 2.50 2.31858
32 2 2 1.45096 1.22676 2.45096 2.22676
32 5 5 1.49992 1.25388 2.49992 2.25388
32 10 10 1.50 1.24762 2.50 2.24762
Let E[K] and E[Kˆ] be the average number of active nodes in the network after a successful transmission, including
or not including the AP, respectively (closed-form expressions for E[K] and E[Kˆ] are reported in [48]). Table I
compares the measured E[K] and E[Kˆ] values with the model descriptions for several network configurations. Note
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that we use discrete-event simulations9 to validate this part of the analysis because it was not possible to read
the buffer status in our experimental set-up. However, the validation of the throughput analysis is conducted in
Section V-B through real experiments. Due to the space restrictions we show results related to a few representative
network configurations for small TCP receive window size (W = 1 MSS) and large TCP receive window size
(W = 32 MSS), but similar types of behaviour have been observed in all the other cases. From the analytical
outcomes, we can note that the proposed model slightly overestimates the average number of active stations. This
is an expected result since we developed a worst-case analysis of the network activity. However, this approximate
description of the network activity is sufficiently accurate to precisely evaluate the TCP throughput, as we show in
Section V-B.
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Fig. 5. Probability mass function of the AP’s buffer occupancy: comparison of model predictions and simulations.
To better understand the results reported in Table I, it is useful to investigate more in depth the AP’s behaviour,
in particular concerning its buffer status. To this end in Figures 5 we show the stationary probability mass function
qaz of the AP’s buffer occupancy – given by formula (12) – for some of the cases considered in the table above.
The first observation we derive from the plotted curves is that there is a fairly good correspondence between the
model predictions and the simulation results, which further confirms the validity of our modelling approach. In
addition, we can note that it is highly probable that the AP’s buffer stores almost all the frames generated by the
TCP connections, and only a few frames are stored on average in the wireless stations’ buffers. Since most of
the TCP packets (both data and ACKs) are accumulated at the AP, this imply that its downlink transmissions are
the bottleneck link. This observation is particularly relevant when designing mechanisms to increase the system
9The simulation environment is a customized tool [7], [30], implementing the TCP Reno version [45]. The parameter setting is compliant
with the IEEE 802.11b PHY layer at 11 Mbps [49].
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efficiency (see [19] for some preliminary results). To explain why the link from the AP to the stations is the
bottleneck link, we can note the AP contends with N uplink CSMA instances. Thus, the frames are drained form
the AP’s buffer at a lower pace than from the wireless stations’ queues, so that the AP’s buffer rapidly fills up.
However, the wireless stations have new frames to transmit only when the AP delivers new TCP data segments or
TCP ACK packets. Thus, the closed-loop control implemented by the TCP protocol implicitly limits the network
activity.
Before concluding this section it is useful to discuss the implications of these results on the system modelling.
Specifically, our analysis shows that the average number of active TCP stations is basically constant and independent
of the number of open TCP connections, direction of TCP transfers, maximum TCP receive window size, etc 10.
This finding suggests that the TCP throughput may be computed by using approximate (and simpler) modelling
approaches capable of capturing the basic features of the TCP dynamics, without incorporating all the complex
details of the TCP flow control algorithms.
B. Analysis of concurrent UDP and TCP connections
In this section we extend the analysis developed in Section IV-A, such as to account for the presence of SU stations,
i.e., UDP upstream flows. Thus, let us assume that there are NU UDP-controlled uploads, NTu TCP-controlled uploads
and NTd TCP-controlled downloads. Similarly to Section IV-A.1 in our analysis we consider persistent TCP sources,
while the UDP sources generate a finite load. A formal definition of the arbitrary arrival process of these UDP
sources will be provided in the following.
To tackle this modelling problem we might follow the same approach adopted in Section IV-A.1, that is to derive
the probability distribution functions of the TCP data segments, TCP ACK packets and TCP UDP datagrams stored
in the network. However, this approach may lead to an uncontrollable model complexity and to an explosion of the
state space size of the corresponding Markov chain. On the contrary, owing to the results presented in Section IV-
A.2, we can simplify the analysis by introducing an equivalent abstraction of TCP dynamics. In particular, two main
observations can be derived from the analysis conducted in Section IV-A. First, the AP is most of the time saturated
and the ratio between TCP data packets and TCP ACK packets stored into its output queues is approximatively
NTd /N
T
u . Second, the N
T TCP stations are sporadically active, because the interactions between the CSMA/CA
protocol and the TCP closed-loop nature bound the network contention level to a small number of backlogged TCP
stations on average. Our claim is that when modelling the relationship between the TCP and UDP dynamics, we can
neglect the complex feedback-based flow control algorithms employed to regulate the bidirectional TCP transfers.
This implies that the TCP stations can be emulated with a small number of saturated unidirectional traffic sources.
Figure 6 shows how the original network model depicted in Figure 1 changes. More precisely, in this equivalent
network the AP is saturated, and the probability distribution of the packet-payload size (say Pa) of its transmissions
can be expressed as:
Fa(l) = Pr{Pa ≤ l}=

0 l < 0
NTu /N
T 0≤ l < lT
1 l ≥ lT
. (16)
10A similar result was also derived in [28], [33], although it was shown only in very specific network configurations.
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Fig. 6. The equivalent network model: network and traffic configurations.
This distribution follows from the observation that the real AP generates TCP data segments for the NTd TCP
downlink flows and TCP acknowledgments for the NTu TCP uplink flows. In this study we assume that the TCP
data segments have a fixed-size data content equal to lT bits and that the TCP ACK packets have no useful payload.
Concerning the second approximation, we assume that φ saturated wireless stations, say ST (with φ< NT ) model
the overall TCP traffic generated by the real TCP stations. Considering that these equivalent ST stations generate
TCP ACK packets for the NTd TCP downlink flows and TCP data segments for the N
T
u TCP uplink flows, the
probability distribution of the packet-payload size (say PT ) of a generic ST transmission can be expressed as:
F t(l) = Pr{PT ≤ l}=

0 l < 0
NTd /N
T 0≤ l < lT
1 l ≥ lT
. (17)
Note that introducing equivalent saturated sources completely hides the TCP flow control dynamics. This greatly
simplifies the modelling problem because now we have to compute only the probability distribution of the UDP
backlog, i.e., the probability of having h UDP datagrams in the network at a given time instant. It is worth pointing
out that our modelling approach is different from the ones used in previous studies, in which all the TCP flows are
assumed saturated [9]. On the contrary, in our work we define an equivalent saturated traffic model that is used to
emulate the TCP traffic, and its impact on unresponsive traffic, such as UDP. Later on this section we will explain
how to compute the φ value such as that this equivalent system closely approximates the throughput performance
of the original network.
Let Yudp(t) be the total number of UDP datagrams that are stored in the transmission queues of all the SU stations
at time t. In this part of our analysis we adopt the same embedding points used in [5]: t and t+1 correspond to the
beginning of two consecutive backoff slots11. Our aim is to compute the probability that in steady-state conditions
there are h UDP datagrams in the SU stations’ transmission queues at the end of a virtual slot (i.e., the observation
11In [5], it was noted that the time interval between two consecutive backoff slots, called virtual slot time, may be much longer than the
slot time size, as it may include a packet transmission, which can be a success or a collision.
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point of our discrete-time model). This probability can be formally defined as follows:
bh = lim
t→∞Pr{Yudp(t) = h} with h ∈ (0,h
u) , (18)
where hu=NU ∗WU , with WU denoting the memory space allocated by the operating system to the UDP socket
transmit buffer, expressed in terms of datagrams. Since in our work we assume finite socket buffers, datagram
losses due to buffer overflows at the sender-side can occur depending on the UDP load and the current network
contention. For the sake of brevity, in the following we adopt the short notation Yh to denote the system state such
that {Yudp(t)=h}. In addition, E[R]h (also E[R(h)]) is the expectation of the random variable R conditioning the
network to be in state Yh.
To cope with the model complexity, we adopt the same approximation used in Section IV-A.1, i.e., for each
transmission attempt, and regardless of the number of retransmissions suffered, the station transmission probability
is a fixed value pk, where k is the number of backlogged stations in the network. To compute the number of
backlogged stations in state Yh, we assume that the UDP datagrams stored in the SU stations’ transmission buffers,
are uniformly distributed over the SU stations’ output queues. Formally, let nuh denote the number of backlogged
SU stations when Yudp(t)=h and let kh be the number of backlogged nodes given that the network is in state Yh.
Owing to previous considerations, it follows that nuh=min(h,N
U). Hence, the total number of active nodes in state
Yh is given by the nuh active UDP stations, the saturated AP and the φ equivalent saturated TCP stations. Then, it
holds that
kh = nuh+1+φ with h ∈ (0,hu) . (19)
For brevity, we will omit the subscript h in the parameter k unless ambiguity occurs. In order to derive the stationary
probability distribution bh defined in (18), our key approximation is to assume that the MAC protocol behaviour
regenerates at the epochs corresponding to the completion of two consecutive virtual slots. It is well consolidated
that, once the p-persistence is assumed for the MAC protocol operations and the stations operate in saturation
conditions, all the processes that define the occupancy pattern of the channel (i.e., idle slots, collisions, successful
transmissions) are regenerative with respect to the sequence of time instants corresponding to end of virtual slot
times [5], [7]. However, in the considered network scenario the regenerative properties are not valid as the number
of UDP stations may change during the virtual time. In fact, the real packet arrival process is a continuous time
process and the arrival of a new UDP packet may occur anywhere in the slot. For simplicity, we assume that the
queues’ state changes only at the end of the slot such as to consider pk constant during the slot time. Nevertheless,
the discretization of the arrival process is an approximation that introduces small errors and still provide accurate
results, as we will show in Section V-C.
Owing to previous observations, it is possible to model the stochastic process {Yudp(t)} with the discrete-time
Markov chain depicted in Figure 7. Note that this is a finite Markov chain because in the SU stations’ output queues
cannot be stored more than hu UDP packets. Let γi1,i0 be a short notation to denote the transition probabilities
Pr{Yudp(t + 1) = i1|Yudp(t) = i0} of this Markov chain. To compute these transition probabilities, it is useful to
introduce some auxiliary probabilities. First of all, we have to formally define how to compute the UDP offered
load. Our key assumption is that an arbitrary function Θ(i,T ) can be defined to express the probability that i
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Fig. 7. General Markov model of the {Yudp(t)} process.
new UDP datagrams arrive in the SU stations’ transmission queues in a generic time interval T . We will keep the
derivation as general as possible, and then we derive the particular cases relevant for the experimental validation
of the analytical outcomes. To derive a closed formula for the γi1,i0 transition probability, let us consider separately
the different types of virtual slots, conditioning to the state Yh. In particular, a virtual slot can be:
• an idle slot: With probability Pr{Idle}h = (1− pk)k the virtual slot is empty12. During an idle slot i new UDP
datagrams arrive in the SU stations’ transmission queues with a probability Θ(i,SLOT ), with SLOT denoting
the slot time duration.
• a successful transmission: With probability Pr{Succ}h = kpk(1− pk)k−1 the virtual slot contains a successful
transmission. In addition, we can further distinguish between three types of successful transmissions: i) an
AP’s successful transmission occurring with probability Pr{SuccA|Succ}h, whose average duration is E[TAS ]h;
ii) an SU station’s successful transmission occurring with probability Pr{SuccU |Succ}h, whose average duration
is E[TUS ]h; and iii) an ST station’s successful transmission occurring with probability Pr{SuccT |Succ}h, whose
average duration is E[T TS ]h. During a success i new UDP datagrams arrive in the S
U stations’ transmission
queues with a probability Θ(i,E[TXS ]h), where X indicates the type of this successful transmission.
• a collision:With probability Pr{Coll}h = 1−Pr{Idle}h−Pr{Succ}h the virtual slot contains a collision, whose
average duration is E[TC]h. During a collision i new UDP datagrams arrive in the SU stations’ transmission
queues with a probability Θ(i,E[TC]h).
From standard probabilistic arguments, it follows that:
Pr{SuccA|Succ}h = 1nuh+1+φ
(20a)
Pr{SuccU |Succ}h = n
u
h
nuh+1+φ
(20b)
Pr{SuccT |Succ}h = φnuh+1+φ
. (20c)
Since the derivation of the E[TXS ]h and E[TC]h expressions is quite lengthy, it is developed in Appendix II.
By means of the set of probabilities defined above, we are now able to express the not-null one-step transition
12The k value is computed by means of formula (19).
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probabilities of the Markov chain depicted in Figure 7 as follows:
γh−1,h = Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}h ·Θ(0,E[TUS ]h) h ∈ (1,hu) ,
γh+δh,h = Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}h ·Θ(δh+1,E[TUS ]h)+
Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}h ·Θ(δh,E[TAS ]h)+
Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccT |Succ}h ·Θ(δh,E[T TS ]h)+
Pr{Coll}h ·Θ(δh,E[TC]h)+Pr{Idle}h ·Θ(δh,SLOT ) h ∈ (0,hu) , δh ∈ (0,hu−h−1)
γhu,h = Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}h
∞
∑
δh=hu−h
Θ(δh+1,E[TUS ]h)+
Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}h
∞
∑
δh=hu−h
Θ(δh,E[TAS ]h)+
Pr{Succ}h ·Pr{SuccT |Succ}h
∞
∑
δh=hu−h
Θ(δh,E[T TS ]h)+
Pr{Coll}h
∞
∑
δh=hu−h
Θ(δh,E[TC]h)+Pr{Idle}h
∞
∑
δh=hu−h
Θ(δh,SLOT ) h ∈ (0,hu) .
(21)
The first equation in (21) expresses the probability that the number of UDP datagrams stored in the SU stations’
transmission buffers decreases by one. This event occurs when there is a successful transmission carried out by an
SU station and no new UDP datagram arrives during the E[TUs ]h interval. The second equation in (21) expresses
the probability that the number of UDP datagrams stored in the SU stations’ transmission buffers rises from h
to h+ δh, with δh ∈ (0,hu− h− 1). To derive this transition probability we have considered the different types
of possible virtual slots, and computed the probability that during each type of virtual slot the number of UDP
datagrams stored in the SU stations’ transmission buffers grows from h to h+δh. Finally, the third equation models
the transition probability from a generic state Yh to the state Yhu . Note that when the {Yudp(t)} process reaches the
state hu all the UDP sockets are full. Thus, a new UDP datagram arriving in this state cannot be admitted in the
network. Consequently, any δh≥ hu−h produces the transition from the state Yh to the state Yhu . This explains the
summations used in the γhu,h formula.
By means of equation (21) we can write the flow balance equation at the generic state Yh of the Markov chain
depicted in Figure 7, obtaining that:
(1− γ0,0)b0 = γ0,1 ·b1
(1− γh,h)bh =
h−1
∑
i=0
bi · γh,i+bh+1 · γh,h+1 h ∈ (1,hu−1)
(1− γhu,hu)bhu =
hu−1
∑
i=0
bi · γhu,i
(22)
Using relationships (22) and imposing the normalization condition, i.e., 1=∑huh=0 bh, we have solved the resulting
linear system of equations and we have calculated the stationary chain distribution for each φ value in (1,NT ). By
embedding the bh knowledge in the model of the MAC protocol operations, we can now develop the throughput
analysis.
1) Throughput analysis: Let ρ∗ the overall system throughput measured at the transport layer, defined as the
average number of payload bits successfully transmitted per unit time. Once p-persistence is assumed for the MAC
protocol operations and regenerative properties are assigned to the stochastic processes describing the channel
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occupations, following the line of reasoning used in Section IV-A.1 to prove Proposition 1, we can prove that
ρ∗ =
E[Pvs]
E[Tvs]
, (23)
where E[Tvs] is the average duration of a virtual slot and E[Pvs] is the average number of information payload bits
successfully transmitted during the average virtual slot E[Tvs]. By taking the conditional expectation of E[Pvs] and
E[Tvs] given that the network is in state Yh, E[Pvs] can be computed as ∑huh=0 bh ·E[PS]h ·Pr{Succ}h, where E[PS]h is
the average payload size of a successful transmission, while E[Tvs] can be computed as ∑huh=0 bh ·E[Tvs]h.
To derive the E[Tvs]h expression we follow the footprints of [5]. In particular, considering the channel events
occurring during the virtual slot time, the average duration of the virtual slot can be written as:
E[Tvs]h = Pr{Idle}h ·SLOT +Pr{Coll}h ·E[TC]c+Pr{Succ}h ·E[TS]h . (24)
Here, E[TS]h is the average time the channel is sensed busy because of a successful transmission. Considering the
different type of possible successful transmissions, we readily obtain that:
E[TS]h = E[TAS ]h ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}h+E[TUS ]h ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}h+E[T TS ]h ·Pr{SuccT |Succ}i, j , (25)
The closed-form expressions for the E[TXS ]h and E[TC]h values are derived in Appendix II. Finally, to compute the
ρ∗ value we have to evaluate the E[PS]h quantity. Similarly to the derivation of formula (25), we can write that:
E[PS]h = E[PAS ]h ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}h+E[PUS ]h ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}h+E[PTS ]h ·Pr{SuccT |Succ}h , (26)
where E[PAS ]h is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with an AP’s successful transmission, E[P
T
S ]h
is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with an ST ’s station’s successful transmission, and E[PUS ]h
is the average number of UDP payload bits delivered with an SU ’s successful transmission. It is intuitive to note
that in our case E[PUS ]h = lU . To compute the remaining two values we use the payload-size probability distribution
functions introduced in (16) and (17). Thus, we readily obtain that:
E[PAS ]h = lT ·
NTd
NTu +NTd
(27a)
E[PTS ]h = lT ·
NTu
NTu +NTd
. (27b)
Owing to the previous results, we are now able to calculate the throughput expression (23). However, the throughput
measure provided by (23) is an aggregate measure, whereas an important merit figure during the evaluation of
the system performance will be the fairness level between the UDP and TCP, and between upstream flows and
downstream flows. Specifically, the ρ∗ expression can be alternatively written as:
ρ∗ = ρ∗udp+ρ
∗
tcpU +ρ
∗
tcpD , (28)
where ρ∗udp is the average number of UDP payload bits successfully transmitted per unit time by the SU stations,
ρ∗tcpD is the average number of TCP payload bits successfully received per unit time by the ST stations, and ρ∗tcpU
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is the average number of TCP payload bits successfully transmitted per unit time by the ST stations. Considering
relation (26), it is intuitive to recognize that
ρ∗udp =
∑huh=0 bh ·E[PUS ]h ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}h ·Pr{Succ}h
E[Tvs]
(29a)
ρ∗tcpU =
∑huh=0 bh ·E[PTS ]h ·Pr{SuccT |Succ}h ·Pr{Succ}h
E[Tvs]
(29b)
ρ∗tcpD =
∑huh=0 bh ·E[PAS ]h ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}h ·Pr{Succ}h
E[Tvs]
. (29c)
Note that the ρ∗ value is implicitly function of the φ parameter. In principle, the φ value should describe the
contribution of the wireless stations acting as TCP receivers and TCP senders to the average network activity. Thus,
it should be φ = E[Kˆ]. However, the mathematical framework we have developed requires that the φ parameter
is a discrete value. Several techniques can be considered to map a real value on a set of discrete values. One
possibility is to assign to the φ parameter the greatest integer number less than or equal to the exact value (i.e.,
φ=floor{E[Kˆ]}). Obviously, more sophisticated solutions can be devised, such as to assume that the φ parameter
follows some specific distribution law, whose mean is E[Kˆ]. However, our experimental results justify the use of a
simpler approach.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS
To verify the accuracy of our analytical study, we conducted a series of performance tests on a real 802.11b network
consisting of one base station and up to eight wireless stations. Note that we did not use a commercial base station,
but a computer instrumented as an access point. This was necessary to have full access to all the implementation
details of the protocol stack, which are typically not made public by manufacturers.
It is evident that several factors can impact the experimental results and some of them are impossible to be isolated
or controlled. For instance, wireless link interference affecting the area where the test-bed is located can have a
relevant effect on the measured throughput performances. Therefore, to limit the occurrence of external interference
we carried out our tests in an area of our institute not covered by other wireless networks. Furthermore, to verify
our modelling hypothesis it is necessary to measure the impact of varying system parameters concerning the TCP
configuration, the buffer sizes, etc. For these reasons, we decided to install on our computers the Linux kernel as
operating system, such as to have access to the operating-system source code and to the implementation details of
the various protocols. In addition, Linux provides, through the /proc file system, powerful instruments for accessing
the kernel and monitoring performance, discovering system information, finding out how the system is configured,
and changing its configuration [50]. These features allowed us to conduct a rigorous study of the TCP and UDP
performance with real test-bed measurements.
In the following, first of all we detail the characteristics of out test-bed set-up. After that, we compare the exper-
imental outcomes with the analytical results obtained in Section IV-A and Section IV-B. Steady-state performance
figures have been estimated by replicating five times each test. The following graphs report both the averages and
the 95% confidence intervals. Note that the confidence intervals are often very tight (≤ 1 percent), and are not
appreciable from the plots.
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A. Experimental set-up
Our test-beds consisted of eight IBM R50 ThinkPad laptops equipped with an Intel Pro-Wireless 2200 wireless
card, and six Acer Aspire 5633WLMi laptops equipped with an Intel Pro-Wireless 3945 wireless card. All nodes,
including the AP, use a Linux 2.6.12 kernel.In all the experiments the wireless interfaces are configured to select the
IEEE 802.11b mode at 11 Mbps with disabled data rate auto fallback and no RTS/CTS. In our experimental setup
all the laptop PCs were configured to use the basic TCP Reno protocol with disabled Delayed ACK mechanism.
To configure the experimental settings in accordance to our analysis, we exploit the /proc virtual file system that
provides powerful instruments to configure several parameters of a generic TCP/UDP socket. Each file in the /proc
file system represents one or more tunable kernel parameters that can be read or modified. Of particular interest
for our work was the tcp rmem variable that controls the TCP receive memory buffers. This variable consists of 3
different values. The first value tells the kernel the minimum receive buffer for each TCP socket. This value is set
to 4096 bytes by default. The second value specifies the default receive buffer allocated for each TCP socket. The
default value here is 87380 bytes. The third and last value specified in this variable controls the maximum receive
buffer that can be allocated for a TCP socket. Another relevant TCP variable is the tcp wmem that is similar to
the tcp rmem except that it refers to the send buffers. In our experiments we set the default TCP receive buffer
to W MSS, and the default UDP receive buffer to W MSS, while we left unchanged the other values. It is worth
pointing out that the Linux kernel in version 2.6 and later defaults the capacity of each output-queue to 1000 packets
and we also kept this value in the experiments. Finally, we have patched the TCP implementation to disable the
TCP delayed ACK mechanism.
B. Performance evaluation for NU = 0
If not otherwise specified, the packet size is constant in all the experiments and the transport layer payload is equal
to 1448 bytes. To generate the TCP traffic during the experiments we used the iperf tool [51]. The header at the IP
layer is 20 bytes long, while the header at the TCP layer is 32 bytes long, because the iperf application introduces
in the TCP basic header the optional timestamp field. This corresponds to generate MTU-sized IP packets. Thus,
to obtain corresponding analytical results we substituted H1=52 bytes and lT =1448 bytes in the equations derived
in Section IV-A.1. In the following we will show results obtained using W = 16 MSS. We have also carried out
tests investigating the impact of the size of the TCP receiver’s advertised window and we obtained similar results.
The curves plotted in Figure 8 and Figure 9 compare the TCP throughput measured during the experiments with
the model predictions for different mix of TCP downstream and upstream flows. More precisely, we consider five
representative network layouts: i) n TCP downlink streams (NTu =0,N
T
d =n), ii) n TCP uplink streams (N
T
u =n,N
T
d =
0), iii) one TCP downlink stream competing with n TCP uplink streams (NTu =n,N
T
d =1), iv) one TCP uplink stream
competing with n TCP downlink streams (NTu =1,N
T
d =n), and v) the same number of TCP downlink and TCP
uplink streams (NTu =n,N
T
d =n). Figure 8 shows the total throughput obtained by the TCP downlink connections
(i.e., the ρD value as defined in formula (15)), while Figure 9 shows the aggregate throughput of the TCP uplink
connections (i.e., the ρU value as defined in formula (15)). From the graphs, we can note that our model provides a
good correspondence between the analysis and the measured throughput in all the considered settings. The shown
results also indicate that TCP downstream flows and TCP upstream flows equally share the channel bandwidth. In
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Fig. 8. Comparison of model predictions and measured ρD.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of model predictions and measured ρU .
addition, the total TCP throughput is basically independent of the number of open TCP connections. The reason
is that the interactions between the MAC protocol and the TCP flow control algorithm limit the average network
contention to a few stations. Consequently, the impact of collisions on the throughput performance is negligible
and independent of the number of wireless stations in the WLAN. This is in contrast with the typical behaviour
of a saturated network, in which the collision probability increases by increasing the number of wireless stations.
These findings further reinforce our claims that the accurate modelling of TCP dynamics in 802.11-based WLANs
cannot be developed using basic saturation analysis.
1) Considerations on TCP fairness: In the following discussion we adopt the concept of TCP fairness
introduced in [15]. Specifically, in a WLAN the TCP fairness is measured as the ratio r between the rates of
downlink and uplink TCP flows, that is r=ρD/ρU .
It is evident that it is extremely important to ensure that the access to the network by different users remains
fair. For this reason, the TCP fairness characteristics in 802.11 WLANs have been recently studied by several
researchers, identifying a variety of different issues [15], [52]–[57]. However, most of the performance problems
revealed by these studies are rooted in the location-dependent channel diversities that may characterize the wireless
environment [53]. In [54] the authors observe that slow stations may considerably limit the throughput of other
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stations roughly to the level of the lowest rate. In [56] it is shown that there is unfairness between long-lived and
short-lived TCP flows because the short-lived TCP flows are more susceptible to losses and channel unavailability
during the early stages of the TCP window growth. Unfairness between uplink and downlink TCP flows in 802.11
WLANs is observed in [15], [55], [57], but different causes are identified. More precisely, those papers investigate
the negative impact of using a small-capacity buffer at the access point on TCP fairness. The authors in [15] propose
a solution that is based on TCP receive window size manipulation at the AP, while the authors in [55], [57] propose
solutions based on contention window adaptation at the MAC layer.
From the results plotted in Figure 8 and Figure 9, we observe that the average TCP ratio r during our performance
tests is in the range [0.98,1.08]. Hence, in the tested conditions, the MAC protocol is basically fair with the TCP
connections. We can offer several arguments explaining why TCP unfairness does not appear in our experiments.
First of all, we performed our tests in a wirelesses environment characterized by stable and homogeneous channel
conditions. Thus, we did not observe asymmetry in the packet transmission rates of the different wireless stations.
In addition, the packet losses are rare events. Hence, the congestion window growth is not hindered and the TCP
timeouts are infrequent. Finally, the sizes of interface and driver queues are not artificially set to small values,
but we use the system default values. For instance, in the experiments conducted in [57] the network buffers are
configured such that the buffer space is 10 MTU-sized packets. Similarly, simulations carried out in [15] shows
unfairness only for buffer sizes lower than 100 MTU-sized packets. In our devices, the system default values for
the interface buffer size was 1000 MTU-sized packets, sufficient to avoid buffer overflows. In conclusion, both our
analytical and experimental results show that when the flow control performed by the TCP receivers is the main
factor in limiting the sending rate of corresponding TCP senders, TCP flows equally share the available channel
bandwidth.
C. Performance evaluation for NU > 0 and CBR traffic sources
Concerning the TCP traffic, we use the same setting adopted to obtain the results shown in Section V-B, that is
H1=52 bytes and lT =1448 byets. On the other hand, the following results have been obtained using Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) UDP sources. For this type of traffic generator, adjusting the fixed packet interarrival time is sufficient
for controlling the offered load. The UDP sources are configured such as to generate IP packets with the same
length of the IP packets generated by the TCP sources, i.e., 1500 bytes long IP packets. However, the UDP header
is only 8 bytes, much smaller than the TCP header. Therefore, we have H2=28 bytes and lU=1472 byets (lU > lT ),
which are the values used in the equations derived in Section IV-B.1 and Appendix II to compute the corresponding
analytical results. To generate both the TCP and UDP traffic during the experiments we used the iperf tool [51].
As explained in Section IV-B.1, our analytical framework requires that the UDP offered load is modelled through
the Θ(i,T ) function, which expresses the probability that i new UDP datagrams arrive in the SU stations’ transmission
queues in a generic time interval T . To derive the Θ(i,T ) function for CBR sources we can note that, given a
per-station offered load of OL packets per second, the average total number ψ of UDP packets generated in the
time interval T is simply ψ = NU ·OL ·T . However, we have to map this real value on a set of discrete values,
associating to each discrete value an appropriate probability. The discretization method we employed to transform
the continuos Θ(i,T ) variable into a small set of integer values relies on the use of discrete bimodal distributions.
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More precisely, we construct a bimodal distribution with mean equal to ψ, one peak equal to the largest integer less
than or equal to ψ (i.e., bψc), and the other peak equal to the smallest integer not less than ψ (i.e., dψe). Formally,
this distribution can be defined as follows
Θ(i,T ) =

p0 =
dψe−ψ
dψe−bψc i= bψc
1− p0 i= dψe
0 otherwise
. (30)
In the following we will show results obtained using W = 16 MSS and WU = 50 MTU-sized packets. We have
also carried out tests investigating the impact of the size of the UDP send buffer on the UDP throughput and we
obtained similar results.
The first set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the impact of UDP flows on TCP upstream flows. To this
end, Figures 10 compare the UDP throughput with the TCP throughput as a function of the UDP offered load. We
report results related to a network with up to six TCP flows and four UDP sources. First of all, from the shown
results we observe that there is a fair match between our model predictions and the experimental measurements for
both the TCP and UDP flows. Furthermore, by inspecting the plotted curves we can identify two distinguishable
regions. The first region corresponds to an unsaturated regime in which the UDP throughput is linearly proportional
to the offered load. In this case the TCP throughput decreases in accordance to the amount of channel bandwidth
occupied by the UDP traffic. The second region corresponds to a saturated regime, in which both the TCP and
UDP throughputs stabilize and are independent of the UDP offered load. In addition, in the saturated regime, the
NU UDP connections obtain about NU -times the aggregate throughput achieved by the TCP connections. Thus, the
more UDP flows are in the network and the more severe is the system unfairness.
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Fig. 10. Impact of UDP flows on TCP upstream flows.
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Fig. 11. Impact of UDP flows on TCP downstream flows.
From the plotted curves we notice that, in the unsaturated regime, our analysis slightly underestimates the UDP
throughput and overestimates the TCP throughput. This observation can be explained by noting that our model
approximates the per-slot access probability when there are f n active UDP stations with the equivalent per-slot
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Fig. 12. TCP and UDP throughput for NTu = 2, N
T
d = 2 and various UDP sources.
access probability of a network with n+1+φ saturated nodes. However, the 802.11 specification recommends that
a station should not invoke the backoff procedure when a new packet arrives in an empty buffer and the channel
is sensed idle for at least a DIFS period. This implies that, in certain conditions, the unsaturated UDP sources
may transmit immediately after an idle DIFS period, without using additional backoff delays. Consequently, real
unsaturated UDP sources have higher per-slot access probability than assumed in our model, thus obtaining higher
throughput.
To explain the results related to the saturated regime it is useful to remind that in a saturated network the standard
802.11 MAC protocol ensures a long-term per-station throughput fairness [9]. In other words, in a saturated network
all the stations have roughly the same probability of accessing the channel and performing a successful transmission.
Thus, to better understand the stationary regimes depicted in Figure 10 we should estimate how many active stations
there are in the network on average. It is intuitive to note that when the UDP offered load exceeds the network
capacity, the SU stations’ transmission queues are never empty. Hence, in the saturated network state we have NU
asymptotic SU stations. On the other hand, we have demonstrated that persistent TCP connections are emulated
by a saturated AP and φ saturated TCP stations (φ < 2, as shown in Table I). For instance, let us consider the
case shown in Figure 10(a). In this configuration, we have a single UDP flow and four stations operating as TCP
senders, while the AP is the TCP receiver for the TCP upstream flows. However, during the saturated regime the
four TCP senders behave as a single saturated source of TCP data packets. This explains why the UDP throughput
and the aggregate TCP throughput are basically the same. Similar reasoning can be used to describe the unfairness
between TCP and UDP in the other cases shown in Figure 10.
A second set of experiments has been conducted to evaluate the impact of UDP flows on TCP downstream flows.
The comparison of the experimental results with the analytical results is reported in Figure 11. The plotted curves
further validate our model accuracy, confirming that the analysis is capable of characterizing quite precisely the
TCP and UDP throughput. In addition, the shown results clearly indicate that the direction of TCP streams does
not affect the throughput performance. In fact, by comparing the results shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 we can
note that the total throughputs obtained by either TCP downstream flows or TCP upstream flows are very similar.
The last set of experiments considers a more complex scenario, with both TCP downstream and TCP upstream
flows. Due to space limitations we show only the results related to a network with two TCP downlink connections
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and two TCP uplink connections and a varying number of UDP flows. Figure 12(a) compares the aggregate TCP
uplink throughput with the UDP throughput, while Figure 12(b) compares the aggregate TCP downlink throughput
with the UDP throughput. From the shown results we can observe that: i) TCP downstream flows and TCP upstream
flows obtain equal throughput, as in the case of TCP traffic in isolation; and ii) in the single UDP-flow case the total
UDP throughput is almost equal to the aggregate TCP throughput, while in the three UDP-flow case the total UDP
throughput is roughly three times higher than the aggregate TCP throughput. This last observation can again be
explained by noting that there is a critical offered load that saturates the UDP sources, while the TCP connections
auto-regulate their sending rates and only a small number (less than two) of TCP stations is active, on average.
This causes a severe unfairness between UDP and TCP flows.
D. Performance evaluation for NU > 0 and Poisson traffic sources
In previous section we considered a deterministic distribution for the arrival process of UDP packets. In the
following we show results related to a probabilistic arrival process that further confirm the accuracy of our analysis.
In particular we assume the inter-arrival time between two successive UDP packets is exponentially distributed with
mean 1/λ. This implies that the number of UP packets that arrive during a given time-interval can be described
with a Posisson distribution with rate λ (in terms of packets per second). In other words, the probability Θ(i,T )
that i UDAP packets arrive during a generic period T can be formally computed as:
Θ(i,T ) =
(λT )i
i!
exp(−λT ) (31)
To generate the TCP traffic we used the iperf tool [51]. However, this traffic generator is not capable of generating
UDP traffic with inter-arrival times not constant. For this reason, we used a different and more powerful tool,
MGEN [58], which permits a flexible selection of the stochastic distribution of the packet inter-arrival times.
We have repeated the same performance tests conducted in the case of CBR traffic. The comparison between the
model predictions computing using the Θ(i,T ) function defined in (31) and the experimental outcomes are reported
in Figures 13, 14 and 15. The shown results confirm that our analytical study provides an accurate estimate of the
average TCP and UDP throughput also with a probabilistic arrival process. In addition, we can observe there are
not significant differences between the curves obtained for CBR sources and Poisson sources. Specifically, in the
saturated regime the peak UDP throughput for Poisson sources and CBR sources are very close. In addition, the
UDP average offered loads that causes the transition from the unsaturated regime to the saturated one do not
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Fig. 13. Impact of UDP flows on TCP upstream flows.
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Fig. 14. Impact of UDP flows on TCP downstream flows.
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Fig. 15. TCP and UDP throughput for NTu = 2, N
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper developed a general analytical framework to derive accurate closed-form expressions for the throughput of
finite-load UDP flows and persistent TCP connections in an 802.11 WLAN, under the assumption of no packet losses
and negligible delays in the system. We proved that in an 802.11 WLAN the TCP stations are sporadically active,
while the access point stores most of the traffic generated by the TCP connections. Starting from these observations,
we formulated an equivalent abstraction of the TCP dynamics that permits to model an arbitrary number of TCP
streams using a small set of unidirectional and saturated traffic sources. Then, this saturated equivalent model
was employed to characterize the interactions between the MAC layer and the upper-layer transport protocols,
and between flow-controlled TCP flows and unresponsive UDP sources. Our mathematical study was used also to
provide a clearer insight into the system behaviour and a better understanding of the experimental outcomes of the
performance tests conducted in a real 802.11 WLAN. Specifically, we showed that: i) when operating under the
flow control algorithm, total TCP throughput is basically independent of the number of open TCP connections, and
the aggregate TCP traffic can be equivalently modelled as two saturated flows; and ii) in the saturated regime n
UDP flows obtain about n-times the aggregate throughput achieved by the TCP flows, independently of the total
number of persistent TCP connections.
The mathematical study we have conducted in this paper provides a useful insight into the throughput performance
of competing TCP and UDP flows in an 802.11 WLAN. In addition, our model represents a general analytical
framework that may be extended to investigate different network scenarios. To conclude this paper we discuss on
the methodologies that can be adopted to extend our analysis.
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Our analysis focused on persistent TCP connections because it is widely recognized that the study of throughput
for long-lived TCP connections is of significant importance when assessing the network performance. However, it
is also well known that a large majority of TCP flows in the Internet are short-lived flows, i.e., the TCP transfers are
limited in size and random idle times separate TCP sessions from the same node13. For this kind of traffic, besides
the throughput, a relevant performance metric is the completion time, i.e., the time it takes a source to successfully
transfer a given amount of data. To tackle this modelling problem, a viable approach has been proposed in [59],
which may be applied also to our analysis. More precisely, it is possible to mathematically study the time continuous
random process describing the number of active TCP sessions at a given time by assuming that the active TCP
sessions are served according to a processor sharing discipline with state-dependent rate [60]. In this queuing system,
the service rate would be the average throughput session, i.e., the mean throughput that the individual session gets.
When there are n active TCP sessions we may estimate the rate at which any of them is served as the throughput
obtained in a network formed by n persistent TCP flows, i.e., ρ(NT =n)/n with ρ given by Equation (13). Finally,
by knowing the arrival rate of new sessions and the distribution of the session sizes (i.e., the file size transferred
during a TCP session), it may be possible to derive the average completion time as the mean sojourn time in the
queuing system. Note that, our analytical and experimental results have shown that ρ(NT =n)≈ ρ(NT =1), and the
independency of total throughput on n may simplifies the solution of the queueing system.
As we stated in the paper introduction, in our analysis we assume that packet losses are rare events and that the
paths between the access point and the TCP endpoints do not introduce significant delays, which is a reasonable
scenario in local environments. However, when the server (or the servers), which the TCP connections are established
to, is (are) not local, the TCP flows may be affected by significant and varying RTTs. However, well known results
obtained in [13] that approximate the steady-state send rate of a bulk transfer TCP flow under various conditions,
show that when the TCP flow is bounded by the receiver window size the per connection TCP throughput is
basically W/RTT . Consequently, this simplified formula may be a possible direction to explore to extend our
model to mathematically study the RTT of each TCP connection14, and to integrate this analysis into the TCP
throughput estimation. Concerning how packet losses affect TCP performance in a WLAN, paper [15] develops
an interesting analysis of the impact of AP’s buffer overflows on TCP fairness. However, further investigations are
needed to better understanding the impact of random losses due to fluctuations of the wireless links’ reliability in a
WLAN, and to integrate these events in our analytical framework (see [18] for a detailed discussion of the impact
of random loss events on TCP throughput analysis).
Before concluding this paper, it is also important to discuss how the throughput analysis developed in this paper
may be used to mathematically study the theoretical throughput limits. It is clear that an exhaustive search of
the model state space may be used to derive the per-slot access probability that maximizes the network capacity.
However, for a service provider who needs to manage and dimension an 802.11 hotspot network, it is important
to have compact and explicit expressions for the performance bounds of a WLAN as a function of the number
of users and the traffic characteristics. Rather than deriving these bounds from the exact analysis of the TCP
13A typical example of an application generating several short-lived TCP flows is Web browsing. Indeed, each Web page transfer may
correspond to a single TCP session, and TCP transfers are separated by users’ think times.
14Note that in our case the RTT estimate should include the delay introduced by the path between the server and the AP, and the queuing
and MAC delays due to the 802.11 WLAN, both for the TCP data packet and its corresponding TCP acknowledgment.
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rate evolution, we believe that a promising approach would be to consider the equivalent characterization of TCP
dynamics through a saturated AP and a limited number of saturated unidirectional traffic sources. Once closed-form
expressions for the network capacity are available, it would be possible to determine in a straightforward manner
the conditions that allow to maximize the utilization of channel bandwidth. Note that in [61], we already formulated
accurate closed-form expressions for the per-slot transmission probability that maximizes the network capacity of
saturated networks. However, these previous bounds are asymptotic, i.e., precise for large number of users, and they
would provide a very rough estimation of the optimal per-slot access probability in a saturated network formed by
a few wireless nodes (as a WLAN with persistent TCP connections can be equivalently modelled). Nevertheless,
a methodology similar to the one proposed in [61] can be applied to derive new and more accurate bounds and to
identify the corresponding network operating points that permit to approach these throughput limits.
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APPENDIX I
In this appendix we derive the E[Tv(i, j)] expression, which was defined in (8) as follows:
E[Tv(i, j)] = E[Nc]i, j ·E[TC]i, j+{E[Nc]i, j+1} ·E[TI]i, j+E[TS]i, j .
Before developing the analytical derivations, it is useful to introduce some notations adopted during the following
analysis:
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• E[R]i, j (also E[R(i, j)]) is the expectation of the random variable R conditioning the network to be in state Yi, j.
• 1AP is an indicator function that has value 1 when the channel is busy and the AP is transmitting, while is 0
when the channel is busy but the AP is not transmitting.
• SIFS, DIFS, EIFS, and SLOT are the interframe spaces and the slot time used in the 802.11b MAC proto-
col [49], respectively; while tB, tHMAC , and tACK are the time needed to transmit a byte, the MAC header, and
the MAC acknowledgment frame at the data rate r, respectively. Finally, tHPHY is the duration of the physical
preamble.
The key approximation in our model is that the probability, say pk, that a station transmits in a randomly chosen
slot time during the Tv(i, j) period is constant. Following the footprints of [6], for a p-persistent MAC protocol it
holds that:
E[TI]i, j =
(1− pk)k
1− (1− pk)k ·SLOT , (I.1)
E[Nc]i, j =
1− (1− pk)k
kpk(1−pk)k−1 −1 . (I.2)
For reducing the notational complexity during the derivation of the E[TC]i, j and E[TS]i, j expressions, we define two
auxiliary variables, say OVS and OVC, which account for the protocol overheads introduced with the Basic Access
method [49] during a successful transmission and a collision, respectively. Let tH=tHMAC + tHPHY be the total duration
of the frame header transmission, and τ be the propagation delay. Considering the packet structure and the MAC
protocol operations, it follows that:{
OVS = 2τ+SIFS+DIFS+ tACK + tH + tB ·H1
OVC = τ+EIFS+ tH + tB ·H1 ,
(I.3)
where H1 is the sum of the IP and TCP header sizes, expressed in terms of bytes.
Furthermore, considering the Basic Access method, we obtain that:
E[TS]i, j = OVS+E[PS]i, j · tB/8 (I.4a)
E[TC]i, j = OVC+E[PC]i, j · tB/8 , (I.4b)
where E[PS]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with a successful transmission, while E[PC]i, j
is the payload length of the longest packet involved in a collision during the E[Tv]i, j period.
medskip
• E[PS]i, j computation
The E[PS]i, j expression has been defined in Section IV-A.1 as follows:
E[PS]i, j = E[PAS ]i, j ·Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j+E[PUS ]i, j ·Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j ,
where E[PAS ]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with an AP’s successful transmission, and
E[PUS ]i, j is the average number of TCP payload bits delivered with an S
T
u station’s successful transmission; while
Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j and Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j are the probabilities that observing a successful transmission, this is an
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AP’s successful transmission or an STu station’s successful transmission, respectively. Owing to previous assumptions,
it follows that E[PUS ]i, j = lT . On the other hand, to compute E[P
A
S ]i, j, we have to consider how TCP data segments
and TCP ACK packets are distributed in the AP’s transmission queue. In particular, when the network is in state
Yi, j, the AP stores (mu−i) TCP ACK packets and (md− j) TCP data segments. Hence, we readily obtain that:
E[PAS ]i, j = lT ·
md− j
m− i− j . (I.5)
Alternatively, the E[PAS ]i, j value can be computed using the payload-size probability distribution of the AP’s trans-
missions, which is derived in formula (I.14). To compute the Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j and Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j probabilities
we rely on the same line of reasoning used in deriving the set of expressions in (5). In particular, when the network
is in state Yi, j, there are (nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j ) backlogged nodes in the network. Hence, we have that:
Pr{SuccA|Succ}i, j = αDi, j+αAi, j =
nai, j
nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j
, Pr{SuccU |Succ}i, j = βDi, j =
nui
nai, j+n
u
i +n
d
j
. (I.6)
• E[PC]i, j computation
In this section we derive the E[PC]i, j expression in the most general case, in which we assume arbitrary probability
cumulative functions F(·) for the discrete random variables describing the packet’s payload sizes, and at the end
we derive the particular cases as considered in Section IV-A. More precisely, given that the network is in state Yi, j,
let us denote with:
• Pa the payload length of an AP’s transmission, and let Fai, j(l) = Pr{Pa ≤ l}i, j;
• Pu the payload length of an STu station’s transmission, and let F
u
i, j(l) = Pr{Pu ≤ l}i, j;
• Pd the payload length of an STd station’s transmission, and let F
d
i, j(l) = Pr{Pd ≤ l}i, j.
For brevity, we will omit the subscripts (i, j) in the probability functions. Note that Pa, Pu and Pd are discrete
random variables because the payload lengths can take only integer values upper bonded by the MTU size. Let
Pmax be the maximum payload size for the IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol.
By taking the conditional expectation of E[PC]i, j on the number nc of colliding packets, E[PC]i, j can be rewritten
as follows
E[PC]i, j =
k
∑
h=1
E[PC|nc = h]i, j ·Pr{nc = h|Coll}i, j , (I.7)
where
Pr{nc = h|Coll}i, j =
(k
h
)
phk(1− pk)k−h
1− (1− pk)k− kpk(1− pk)k−1 . (I.8)
The E[PC|nc = h]i, j expression ca be expanded as:
E[PC|nc = h]i, j =
Pmax
∑
l=0
l ·Pr{PC = l|nc = h} , (I.9)
where Pr{PC = l|nc = h}i, j = Pr{max(Pi,P2, . . . ,Ph) = l}i, j, i.e., it is the probability that the maximum payload size
among the h colliding frames is equal to l bits. To compute this probability it is useful to distinguish between
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collisions that involve or not involve the AP. Let Pr{1A = 1|nc = h}i, j be the probability that among the h colliding
stations there is the AP, and let Pr{1A = 0|nc = h}i, j be the probability that among the h colliding stations there is
not the AP. Then, Pr{PC = l|nc = h}i, j writes as follows:
Pr{PC = l|nc = h}i, j =
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 1}i, j ·Pr{1A = 1|nc = h}i, j+Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 0}i, j ·Pr{1A = 0|nc = h}i, j . (I.10)
To compute the probability that the AP is (is not) transmitting, given that h stations are colliding, we have to count
how many ways exist to select h colliding nodes among the k active nodes. Standard probabilistic arguments yield
to
Pr{1A = 1|nc = h}i, j =
(
k−1
h−1
)/(k
h
)
and Pr{1A = 0|nc = h}i, j =
(
k−1
h
)/(k
h
)
. (I.11)
In [7] it was derived that the probability cumulative function of the length of the longest packet payload involved
in a collision with h nodes is the product of the probability cumulative functions of the colliding packet’s payload
sizes. From this observation, the unknown quantities in (I.10) can be written as
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 1}i, j =
min(h,nui )
∑
s=0
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,nuc = s,ndc = h− s−1,1A = 1}i, j ·Pr{nuc = s,ndc = h− s−1|nc = h,1A = 1}i, j
=
min(h,nui )
∑
s=0
{
Fa(l)[Fu(l)]s[Fd(l)]h−s−1−Fa(l−1)[Fu(l−1)]s[Fd(l−1)]h−s−1} · (nuis )( ndjh−s−1)(k−1
h−1
) ,
(I.12)
and
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,1A = 0}i, j =
min(h,nui )
∑
s=0
Pr{PC = l|nc = h,nuc = s,ndc = h− s,1A = 0}i, j ·Pr{nuc = s,ndc = h− s|nc = h,1A = 0}i, j
=
min(h,nui )
∑
s=0
{
[Fu(l)]s[Fd(l)]h−s− [Fu(l−1)]s[Fd(l−1)]h−s} · (nuis )( ndjh−s)(k−1
h
) .,
(I.13)
where nuc and n
d
c are the number of S
U and ST stations participating in the collision event, respectively.
By substituting (I.12), (I.13) in equation (I.10) we finally obtain E[PC|nc = h]i, j.
In this study we assume that TCP data segments have a fixed-size data content equal to lT bits and that the
TCP ACK packets have no useful payload. Owing to these assumptions, it easy to recognize that Fd(l) = u[l] and
Fu(l) = u[l− lT ], where u[l] is the unit step function of the discrete random variable l, i.e., u[l] = 1 for l ≥ 0, and
zero otherwise. Considering that the AP stores in its output queue (md− j) TCP data segments and (mu−i) TCP
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ACK packets given that the network is in the state Yi, j, it also follows that
Fai, j(l) =

0 l < 0
mu−i
m−i− j 0≤ l < lT
1 l ≥ lT
. (I.14)
By means of the specific relations for the F(·) functions in the considered case study, we can compute the E[PC]i, j
value as defined in (I.4b).
APPENDIX II
In this appendix we derive the E[TXS ]h and E[TC]h expressions as defined in relationships (24) and (25). Our analysis
is conditioned to the system being in state Yh. Consequently, we assume to have nuh active UDP senders, a saturated
AP and φ active ST stations emulating the wireless nodes behaving as TCP senders and receivers. Thus, the number
of active nodes in the network is k= nuh+1+φ, and the per-slot transmission probability used by the active nodes
is pk. We develop the analysis in a general case, i.e., assuming general probability cumulative functions F(·) for
the discrete random variables describing the packet’s payload sizes, and at the end we derive the particular cases
as considered in Section IV-B. More precisely, given that the network is in state Yh, let us denote with:
• Pa the payload length of an AP’s transmission, and let Fah (l) = Pr{Pa ≤ l}h;
• Pu the payload length of an SU station’s transmission, and let Fuh (l) = Pr{Pu ≤ l}h;
• Pt the payload length of an ST station’s transmission, and let F th(l) = Pr{Pt ≤ l}h.
For brevity, we will omit the subscript h in the probability functions. Note that Pa, Pu and Pt are discrete random
variables because the payload lengths can take only integer values upper bonded by the MTU size. Let Pmax be the
maximum payload size for the IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol.
• E[TXS ]h computation
For reducing the notational complexity we define two auxiliary variables, say OV tS and OV
u
C , which account for the
protocol overheads introduced with the Basic Access method [49] during a SU station’s successful transmission and a
non-SU station’s successful transmission, respectively. Let tH=tHMAC + tHPHY be the total duration of the frame header
transmission, and τ be the propagation delay. Considering the packet structure and the MAC protocol operations,
it follows that: {
OV tS = 2τ+SIFS+DIFS+ tACK + tH + tB ·H1
OV uS = 2τ+SIFS+DIFS+ tACK + tH + tB ·H2
(II.1)
Considering the Basic Access method, we obtain that:
E[TUS ]h = OV
u
S +E[P
U
S ]t · tB/8 , (II.2a)
E[TAS ]h = OV
t
S +E[P
A
S ]t · tB/8 , (II.2b)
E[T TS ]h = OV
t
S +E[P
T
S ]t · tB/8 , (II.2c)
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where E[PUS ]h, E[P
A
S ]h and E[P
T
S ]h have been previously defined in formula (26). It is evident that these unknown
quantities depend on the probability distributions of packet sizes. Thus, they can be computed using the probability
cumulative functions Fuh (l), F
a
h (l) and F
t
h(l). In general, it holds that E[P
X
S ]h = ∑
Pmax
l=1 l · [Fxh (l)−Fxh (l−1)].
• E[TC]h computation
The derivation of this unknown quantity is based on the same probabilistic arguments used in Appendix I. In
particular, the average collision duration can be computed as E[TC]h = OVC +E[PC]h · tB/8, where E[PC]h is the
payload length of the longest packet involved in a collision during the E[Tvs]h period.
By taking the conditional expectation of E[PC]h on the number nc of colliding packets, E[PC]h can be rewritten
as follows
E[PC]h =
k
∑
i=1
E[PC|nc = i]h ·Pr{nc = i|Coll}h , (II.3)
where
Pr{nc = i|Coll}h =
(k
i
)
pik(1− pk)k−i
1− (1− pk)k− kpk(1− pk)k−1 . (II.4)
The E[PC|nc = i]h expression ca be expanded as:
E[PC|nc = i]h =
Pmax
∑
l=0
l ·Pr{PC = l|nc = i} , (II.5)
where Pr{PC = l|nc = i}h = Pr{max(Pi,P2, . . . ,Ph) = l}h, i.e., it is the probability that the maximum payload size
among the i colliding frames is equal to l bits. To compute this probability it is useful to distinguish between
collisions that involve or not involve the AP. Let Pr{1A = 1|nc = i}h be the probability that among the i colliding
stations there is the AP, and let Pr{1A = 0|nc = i}h be the probability that among the i colliding stations there is
not the AP. Then, Pr{PC = l|nc = i}h writes as follows:
Pr{PC = l|nc = i}h =
Pr{PC = l|nc = i,1A = 1}h ·Pr{1A = 1|nc = i}h+Pr{PC = l|nc = i,1A = 0}h ·Pr{1A = 0|nc = i}h . (II.6)
To compute the probability that the AP is (is not) transmitting, given that i stations are colliding, we have to count
how many ways exist to select i colliding nodes among the k active nodes. Standard probabilistic arguments yield
to
Pr{1A = 1|nc = i}h =
(
k−1
i−1
)/(k
i
)
and Pr{1A = 0|nc = i}h =
(
k−1
i
)/(k
i
)
. (II.7)
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Basing on the same probabilistic arguments adopted in (I.12), the unknown quantities in (II.6) can be written as
Pr{PC = l|nc = i,1A = 1}h =
min(i,nuh)
∑
k=0
Pr{PC = l|nc = i,nuc = k,ntc = i− k−1,1A = 1}h ·Pr{nuc = k,ntc = i− k−1|nc = i,1A = 1}h
=
min(i,nuh)
∑
k=0
{
Fa(l)[Fu(l)]k[F t(l)]i−k−1−Fa(l−1)[Fu(l−1)]k[F t(l−1)]i−k−1} · (nuhk )( φi−k−1)(nuh+φ
i−1
) ,
(II.8)
and
Pr{PC = l|nc = i,1A = 0}h =
min(i,nuh)
∑
k=0
Pr{PC = l|nc = i,nuc = k,ntc = i− k,1A = 0}h ·Pr{nuc = k,ndc = i− k|nc = i,1A = 0}h
=
min(i,nuh)
∑
k=0
{
[Fu(l)]k[F t(l)]i−k− [Fu(l−1)]k[F t(l−1)]i−k} · (nuhk )( φi−k)(nuh+φ
i
) .
(II.9)
where nuc and n
t
c are the number of S
U and ST stations participating in the collision event, respectively.
By substituting (II.8), (II.9) in equation (II.6) we finally obtain E[PC|nc = i]h. However, to compute the E[PC]
value for the specific case study considered in this paper, we have to define the related F(·) functions. In this
study we assume that UDP datagrams have a fixed-size data content equal to lU bits. Owing to this assumptions,
it easy to recognize that Fu(l) = u[l− lU ], where u[l] is the unit step function of the discrete random variable l,
i.e., u[l] = 1 for l ≥ 0, and zero otherwise. Concerning the Fa(l) and F t(l) functions, we have specified them in
relationships (16) and (17) for the case of TCP data segments with fixed-size data content equal to lT bits and TCP
ACK packets with no useful payload.
